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about our PractIce

Insurance coverage litigation has been a core

component of Morris Polich & Purdy’s practice

since the firm was founded in 1969. We have

played a leading role in shaping California

insurance law by successfully litigating some

of the state’s most significant insurance cases

in both the trial and appellate courts.

Our coverage litigation practice extends

nationwide and our practice includes

coverage cases involving billions of dollars in

underlying claims.

The firm’s insurance group is composed of

top-rated insurance coverage litigators. We

represent numerous longstanding insurance

industry clients.



shaping california Insurance Law

The firm has played a leading role in litigating

some of California’s most significant

insurance cases. 

For example, we have successfully argued

precedent-setting cases establishing the

rights of excess insurers (Signal Ins. Co. v.

Harbor Ins. Co.), defeating insurance

coverage for punitive damages (Ford v. Home

Ins. Co.), enforcing pollution exclusions

(Hydro Systems v. Continental Ins. Co.) and

defining the timing of an "occurrence"

(Hallmark Ins. Co. v. Superior Court).

national scope

We have litigated coverage issues in

numerous federal and state courts

throughout the U.S. 

We have served as National Coordinating

Counsel for a major insurer’s environmental

liabilities. 

extra contractual claims

The firm has defended a multitude of cases

alleging liability against insurers beyond

policy limitations. 

We have litigated insurance/bad faith claims

arising from: construction defects,

environmental damage, drug and chemical

exposures, arson, fraud, employment-related

torts, intellectual property infringement,

medical device malfunction, tenement house

conditions, business interruption losses, and

entertainment industry losses.

breadth of expertise

We regularly represent insurers concerning

claims arising under a broad spectrum of

coverages, including:

• General liability

• Professional liability

• Employment practices liability

• Directors and officers liability

• Property insurance

• Specialty insurance products, including  

various forms of pollution coverage

• Personal lines coverage

environmental coverage

The firm has played an active role in litigating

coverage issues arising from toxic tort and

environmental liabilities on a nationwide

basis. 

We have been in the forefront of a number of

large insurance coverage trials in this area,

and we have served as appellate counsel in

arguing cutting edge issues such as "trigger

of coverage," "known loss," "as damages,"

and interpretation of pollution exclusions.

claims between Insurers

We regularly handle and, if necessary, litigate

claims between insurers for contribution or

indemnity. 

a cross sectIon of our exPerIence



a cross sectIon of our exPerIence (contInued)

Our expertise extends to complex issues of

loss allocation in matters involving different

layers of coverage and/or multiple policy

periods.

attorney fee review and arbitration

The firm has been retained to review and

evaluate attorneys’ fee submissions by

insured-retained defense counsel. 

We advise insurers concerning rights and

obligations under statutes dealing with

selection of defense counsel, and we

represent insurers in arbitration of attorney

fee disputes.

suspicious claims

Our practice includes litigation of suspicious

claims, including arson and fraud. 

The firm is a leader in its knowledge,

resources, and development of techniques to

assist insurers in fighting fraud and

misrepresentation.



first Party coverage Litigation

MPP was recently retained to defend a bad

faith action filed by a retired police officer.

The officer claimed that a thief had cleaned

out a commercial structure where the police

officer was storing several hundred thousand

dollars’ worth of personal property consisting

of fine art and collectibles. The theft claim

was covered but, unfortunately, the police

officer was drastically underinsured. The

police officer contended that there was more

than one occurrence based on evidence that

the thief entered the property on several

occasions over the course of a week. MPP

removed the case to federal court and filed a

motion for summary judgment asserting that

there was only one occurrence and no bad

faith as a matter of law. The motion for

summary judgment was granted and MPP’s

client was completely exonerated.

In another notable case, the insured’s

business claimed $1.6 million in losses

alleged to have occurred during the “Rodney

King riots.” Our insurer client’s investigation

confirmed that the insured had in fact

suffered a loss, but, working with a forensic

accountant, also confirmed that the actual

loss was substantially less than claimed.

Based on those misrepresentations, and

others, the policy was declared void, and the

claim denied. The insured sued for breach of

contract and bad faith. Over the course of six

weeks, we tried the case to a complete

defense verdict; later we had the insured’s

Mercedes seized to satisfy the client’s

Judgment Lien for awarded costs.

Water damage and mold cases typically are

difficult to resolve on dispositive motion

because they often present multiple material

questions of dispositive fact (like which of

several potential causes – some covered,

some not – was the predominant cause of the

damage(s) in question). On several

occasions, however, we have won Summary

Judgments for our insurer clients in such

cases. For example, in one case we proffered

evidence that the predominant cause of

plaintiff’s claimed-damages was earthquake

damage to the roof, exacerbated by other

excluded causes under the policy. We

bolstered that evidence with admissions we

had obtained from plaintiff during discovery,

as well as testimony she had given in an

unrelated divorce case, which together

established that she knew of the leaks and

mold much earlier than she now claimed. The

trial court granted Summary Judgment on the

ground that plaintiff’s suit was barred by the

one-year Suit Against Us condition, and we

successfully defended that Judgment on

appeal. Similarly, in another water damage

and mold case, we secured several

admissions from plaintiffs during their

depositions showing their awareness of early

manifestations of damage from the same

now-claimed multiple causes (some covered,

some not). Those admissions were central to

a carefully crafted Motion For Summary

Judgment in support of a Suit Condition

defense. The trial court granted our motion,

and we successfully defended the Judgment

in our client’s favor on appeal.

In another case, the insured’s property was

fIrm success storIes



destroyed by fire only four days after he

completed an application for insurance with

our client. Our client’s investigation into the

insured’s claim revealed that the insured’s

application contained numerous false

statements and omissions of other critical

information. Therefore, the insurer rescinded

the policy, and denied the claim. The insured

sued for breach of contract, bad faith, bad

faith denial of a contract, fraud, negligent

misrepresentation, and intentional and

negligent emotional distress. In deposition,

plaintiff admitted that the critical information

in the application (upon which the insurer had

relied to rescind the policy) was inaccurate.

But, he also asserted that those parts of the

application had been completed by someone

else sometime after he completed that

application with his agent, and he pointed to

certain physical aspects of the application that

appeared to support those assertions! Despite

these (and other) hurdles, at the end of a

hard-fought six-week jury trial, the jury

returned a complete defense verdict for our

client on all causes of action.

The insured claimed that his home was one of

several in the general area that burned to the

ground as the result of a significant wildland

fire. His claim was denied, and the policy

declared void, by our client, his insurer, after

it concluded that the insured had intentionally

set fire to his property in an attempt to make

it look like it was a victim of the nearby

wildfire, and that he had misrepresented and

concealed numerous facts during his

presentation and attempted support of his

claim. The insured sued, alleging breach of

contract, bad faith, negligence, intentional

and/or negligent infliction of emotional

distress, and defamation. After a 6-week jury

trial, our client was vindicated with a defense

verdict on all causes of action.

third Party coverage Litigation

In a recent case defended by MPP, an insured

filed a lawsuit for breach of contract and bad

faith against MPP’s insurer-client on multiple

grounds; (1) that panel counsel retained by

MPP’s client failed to vigorously defend the

insured, (2) that panel counsel failed to keep

the insured apprised of developments in the

case, and (3) that the insurer breached its

obligation to pay Cumis counsel where there

was an alleged conflict of interest. MPP

convinced the insured that there was no bad

faith and that a co-defendant’s insurer should

pay the lion’s share of third party’s claim.

MPP settled the case at a mediation with no

payment by MPP’s client. Not only did MPP’s

client pay nothing, but the client recovered a

substantial sum from a co-insurer in

reimbursement for the costs of defending the

insured.

In another case, a fire destroyed the business

of our client’s insured, and substantially

damaged the businesses of each of the other

tenants in a Menlo Park strip mall. We

represented and counseled that insured’s

insurance carrier not only regarding their

insured’s 1st party property claims, but also

regarding the 3rd party claims asserted

against the insured by the other businesses

and their insurers, and the owner of the

fIrm success storIes (contInued)



building and its insurer. A thorough

investigation and probing EUO revealed

substantial evidence that our client’s insured

had intentionally started the fire, and had

intentionally misrepresented and concealed

material facts during the claim investigation.

Accordingly, we sought a Declaration from the

Court that the policy was void, and the insurer

owed nothing. Based on the strength of the

sworn admissions we’d obtained during the

insured’s testimony, we filed a narrowly

tailored Motion For Summary Judgment. The

Court granted the MSJ declaring the policy

void, and that our client owed nothing – to its

insured, or any of the other many claimants.

Insurer v. Insurer Litigation

MPP represented a primary carrier which was

facing an enormous excess-of-policy-limits

judgment against its insured. MPP’s client

settled the bad faith lawsuit at a mediation

after giving notice of the mediation to the

excess liability carrier, which obstinately

refused to attend. MPP then sued the excess

carrier on behalf of MPP’s client, the primary

carrier, seeking reimbursement of that portion

of the settlement which fell within the excess

carrier’s policy. The trial court granted

summary judgment in favor of the excess

carrier on the grounds that the primary carrier

had failed to obtain the excess carrier’s written

consent to the settlement. MPP successfully

appealed the summary judgment and

subsequently recovered $200,000 from the

excess carrier.
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